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ELECTRICAL WIRING, PROCEDURES FOR

This specification is mandatory for use by all Departments and Agencies
of the Department of Defense...

1. SCOPE

1.1 scope. This specification covers the fabrication and termina-
tion of shielded electric- harness snd cable assemblies and the wiring
of electrical and electronic circuits of subassemblies used in missile
systems.

1.2 Classification. Shield termination and securing of harnesses,
cables, and wire bundles shall be of the following types, classes
and methods, as specified (see 6.2). In the event that a class o;
method is not applicable to a partictiar assembly, that portion of the
classification shall be omitted from the ordering data (see 6.2(b)).
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(See 1.2.1)
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(See 1.2.2)
Method,

Terminating Securing
(See 1.2.3) (See 1.2.4)

,
1.2.1 !l?ype,Shield terminations shall be of the following types:

Type I - Without ferrules
‘&pe II - With one-piece ferties. (I?otfor use in new design, see 6.7)
m 111 - With two-piece fer~es.
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1.2.2 ,Class. Shield terminations shall be of the following classes: ~.

Class 1’- Ungrounded. m
Class 2 - .Grounded.

1.2.3 Terminating method. Shields terminated with ferrules shall
be in accordance with one of the following methods (See 3.3.3.3).

Method A - One-piece fertie~ (See 6.7)
Method B -Two-piece ferrule - braided shield.
Method C - TWO-piece ferrule - combed shield.
Method D - Two-piece ferrule - folded, combed shield.
Method E - Two-piece ferrule - insulated, folded, combed shield.
Method F - Two-piece ferrule, multiple - shielded conductors,
double-folded shield.

Method G - Two-piece ferrule, multiple-shielded conductors, single-
folded shield.

1.2.4 Securing method. When cables; htiesses, or wire bundles are
to be secured, they shall be secured in accordance with one of the
following methods (see 3.3.8):

Method a - Double-1ock stitch.
Method b - Single-lock stitch.
Method c - Lacing ties.
Method d - Harness strains.

a
* 2.1 The following document of the issue in effect on date of

invitation for bids”or request for proposal, form a part of this
specification to”the extent specified herein.

FEDERAL

* o-F-506 - Flux, Soldering, Paste snd Liauid.
P-1)-GM - Dry-Cleaning
Q&B-575 - Braid, Wire

* QQ-S-571 - Solder, Tin

MtLITARY

--
S~lvent.
(copper, Tin-Coated Tubular).

I

Alloy, Lesd-Tin Alloy, and Lead Alloy. b

ML-C-17 - Cables, Radio Frequency; Coaxial, Dual.Coaxisl, Twin
Conductor, and Twin Lead.

* MIZ-I-631 - Ins&ation, Electrical, Synthetic-ResinComposition’
Nonrigid.

/’
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* MILT-713 - Twine, Impregnated, Lacing and Tying (for use in
Electrical and Electronic Equipment) -

lItL-Y-1140-

MIL-I-3190 -

MIL-C-5015 -

MIL-w-5086 -.,
4

* MJL-C-7078 -

mL-w-7139 -

MIL-I-7~ -

MIL-T-7928 -

m-w-8160 -

(, ~L-c-8603 -

* ~L-F-14256 -

MIL-W-16878 -

m-I-l&)57 -

* MIL-F-21608 -

MIL-I-22076 -

MDkI-22129 -

* ~-W-22Tsg -

Yarn, Cord, Sleeving, Cloth and Tape, Glass

Insulation Sleeving, Electrical, Flexible, Treated

Connectors, Electric, AN!&-pe

Wire, Electrical, @O-volt, Copper,

Cable, Electric, Aerospace Vehicle,
for

Aircraft

General Specification

Wire, Electrical, Polytetrafluoroethylene-Instiatd,
Copper, @O-volt

Insulation Sleeting, Electrical, Flexible

Terminals, Lug and Splice, Crimp Style, Copper

Wiring, Guided Missile, Installation of, General
Specification for

Clamps, Tube Support, Loop Type

Flux, Solderingj Liquid (Rosin Base)

Wire, Electrical, Insulated, High Temperature”

Insulation Sleeving, Electrical, Flexible, Glass
Fiber,,Silicone Rubber Treated

Ferrule, Shield Terminating, Crtip Style, Brass

Insulation Tubing, Electricalj Nonrigid, Vinyl Very
Low Temperature Grade

Insulation Tubing, Electrical, Polytetrafluoroethy-
lene Resin, Nonrigid

Wire,
and

Electrical, Fluoro-Carbon-Instiated,Copper
Copper hlloy
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* ‘lfIL-T-22910. Tool, Crimping, Hand, for Crimp Style Electric
Terminal and Shield Fertie

.

* ~-I-230s3 -

* ~-s-231g0 .

~-c-26482 -

Insulation, Tubing, Electrical, Heat-Stii~ble

Strap, Cable, Adjustable, Plastic

Connectors, Electric,“Circti~, Miniature, @ick
Disconnect

* MIL-c-26500 - Connectors, General Purpose, Electrical, Miniatm,
circular, Ihvironment Resisttig, 200 Deg. C

Ambient Temperature
.

* Ml&c-27500 - Cable, E1.ectrlc~, Shielded and unshield~, Aircraft
SIld,klissile

* MIL-c-38300 . Connectors, lZlectric~, Circ@.~, ?h.lticontact,High
Environment, Q..umtitativeReliability, General
Requirements for

MIL-C-45224 - Cable and Harness Assemblies, Electrical, Missile
System: General Specification for

* m-s-45743 - Soldering, Manual Type, High Reliability, Electrical
Connections; for Missile Systems, Procedures for

* 8r?’v,.n.-)!
lv.1.b-w-c)J_uL# - 6Wirej Electric, Cross Linked Poly~kene Instiated, ‘

Copper

STANDARDS

MILITARY

MIL-STD-130 -

MIL-STD-202 -

Identification&king of U. S. lfj.~it~ Prqefiy

Test Methods for Electronic and Electrical Component
Parts

Mrcf-sTD-454- Standard General Requirement for Electronic
Equipment

I
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*

mbsTD-826 - Electromagnetic Interference Test Requirements and
Test Methods

MS-3057 - Clamp, Cable, Electrical Connector

Ms-~7823 -

MS-17824 -

l&18034 -

Ms-2o031.-

MS-20032 -

MS-20659 -

MS-25036 -

MS-25037 -

MS-25181 -

MS-63042 -

Tool, Hand, for Adjustable Plastic Cable Straps

Tool, Hand, for Adjustable Plastic Cable Straps

Strap, Cable, &justable, Plastic, Type I

Connectors, Receptacle, Electric, Solder !&pe, Jam
Nut Mounting, Hermetic Seal.

Connectors, Receptacle, Electric, Solder Mounting,
Hermetic Seal

Terminal, Lug, Crimp Style, Copper, Uninsulated, Class I

Terminal Lug, Crimp Style, Copper, Insulated, Class I

Crimping Tool, Hand, for Copper, Insulated Terminals

Splice, Electric, Permanent, Crimp Style, Copper,
Insulated, Class I “

.

Crimping Tool, Terminal, Hand

AIR FORCE-NAVY AERONA~CAL

AN-3427 - CHmping Tool, Electric Cable Terminal, Iknd

MS-17776 - Crimping Tool, Electric Wire Terminal, Hand, 22-10
Capacity

(Copies of specifications, standards, drawings, and publications
required by suppliers in connection with specific procurement
~-ctions sho~d be obtained
by the contracting officer.)

from the proc~ing activity or as directed

I

..

)
I
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2.2 Other publications. The following documents
this specification to the extent specified herein.

....\ ●
I

form a part of
Unless otherwise

indicated, the ,issue in effect on date of invitation for bids or
request for ‘proposalshall apply.

Aeronautical Materials S~ecification
AM-3815 - Braid, l?la~,Nylon

(Application for copies of AMS specifications, should be ~dressed to
the Society of Automotive Ikgineers, Inc., 485 Lexington Avenue,
lJewYorklT, N. Y.) t

1

National Aerospace Standards Committee
NAS 1’02- Wire, Electrical, insulated, Copper Hook-up and .

General Purpose (For 105° C. Service)

NAS 1599 - Connectors, General Purpose, Electrical, Miniature
Circular, Environmental Resisting, 200° C. Maximum
Temperature

(Applicationfor copies should be addressed to the National Standards
Association, Inc., 13.15Fourteenth Street.,N. W., W~shin@on 5, D. C,)

...... .

3. REQUIks e

3.1 specification application. In the event of my conflict
)between requirements of this specification and applicable drawings,

the latter,shall govern. This specification shall be used to estab-
lish requirements not otherwise specified.

3.1.1 Preproduction approval. Preproduction approval for a new .
procedure or for use of a nonstandard part,.material,or tool (see 6.3.10),
if required (see 6.2), shall be obtained prior to production. (see 6.3.11).

3.2 Materials and parts. Materials and parts shall conform to the
applicable drawings and specificationsreferenced thereon, or shall
be as specified herein or by the procuring activity. Unless otherwise
specified, standard MS and AN parts shall be used in accordance with
m-w-8160.

1’

3.2.1 Solder. Soldering shall be in accordance with MIL-S-k57h3, ~ess
otherwise specified on engineering drawings or”by the procuring activity. (
Solder shall be in accordance with QQ-S-571 (SN-50 or SN-60), either plain
or fluxcore. The flux shall be rosin or alcohol rosin confomning-toMIL-
F-14256 or o-F-506.

6

@

,A’
-
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3.2.2 Shielding. Shielding shall be in
MIL-W-16870, MIL-C-27500, QQ-B-575, orIVAS

3.2.3 cbmps. Loop-type support clamps
MIL-c-8603.

MIL-E-45782B

accordance with
702.

MIL-c-7078,

shall be in accordance with

3.2.4 Lacing twine, cord, or braid. Lacing twine, cord, or braid
shall be in accordance with MIL-T-713, MIL-Y-1140, AMS-3815, or
shall be manufactured from other non-fungus nutrient synthetic fibers
and suitably treated to prevent fraying snd slippage, and prior to use,
shall be specifically approved by the procuring activity.

3.2.5 Insulated conductors. Insulated conductors shall be in
accordance with MIL-w-5086, MIL-w-16878, MIL-W-7139, MIL-W-22759,
MIL-w-81044 or NAS 702.

3.2.6 Connectors. Connectors shall be in accordance with MIL-C-
5015 Series R, MIL-c-2@+82, ~-c-26500, MIL-c-38300, MS-20031.,
MS-20032 or NAS 1599.

3.2.6.1 Connector clamps. Connector clamps shall be in accordance
with Standard MS-3057,

3..2.7 Potting material. Potting ’materialshall provide protection
from destruction or deterioration due to moisture,,vibration, shock,
temperature, salt air, fungus, or any other environmental factor.

3.2.8 Solvents. Solvents used for cleaning or removal of grease
and oil shall consist of a suitable noncorrosive material, such as
trichloroethane, tricholorethylene, alcohol, or solvent in accordance
with P-L)-680.

3.2.9 Sleeving. Insulation sleeving shall be in accordance with MIL-I-
631, ~L-I-3190, MIL-I-T44.4,MIL-I-U3057, MIL-I-22076, MIL-I-22129, or
MIL-I-23053.

3.Z.10 Cable, coaxial. Coaxial cable shsll be in accordance with
MIL-C-lT.

3.2.11 Terminal lURS. The fabrication materials for terminal lugs
shall be in accordance with ~-T-7928 and as specified herein. Types
and classes of terminal lugs shall be determined by the specific appli-
cation.

7

I
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3.2.12 Splice connectors. The fabrication”materialsfor splice
connectorsshall be in accordance with MIL-T-7928 and as specified
herein. Splice.connectors shall be used only in applications
specifically approved by the procuring activity. Types of classes
splice connectors shall be determined by the specific application.

3.2.13 Ferrules.

‘)

.,’

of

3.2.13.1 One-piece. The fabrication materials for one-piece ferrules
shall be in accordance with MIL-F-21608 and applicable drawings, or left
to the discretion of the manufacturer, subject to approval of the procuring ~
activity and acceptable performance in accordance with the requirements
specified herein. The types and classes on one-piece ferrules shall be
determined by the specific application.

3.2.13.2 Two-yiece. The materials and design of the outer and inner
ferrule shall be in accordance with MIL-F-21608 and associated standards
or left to the discretion of the manufacturer, subject to approval of
the procuring activity and acceptable performance in accordance with the
requirement specified herein.

3.3 Procedures. Procedures (see 6.3.11) for terminating and splicing
cable and harness assemblies and securing wire bundles shall be as )
specified herein:

3.3.1 Soldering. Soldering shall be in accordance with MIL-S-457k3.

3,3.2 Potting. If required by the procuring activity, connectors
shall be potted as specified on the applicable assembly drawing.

3.3.3 Shield termination. When ferrule shielding terminations are
being made, extreme care shall be exercised in selecting the proper
size ferrule rings and crimping tools to assure a reliable joint.
Because of the danger of dahaging the conductor insulation, solder shall
not be used in making shielding.terminationswith ferrules. All”shields
terminating with ferrules shall have the ferrule assembly covered with 1’
a snug, flexible insulating sleeve except where preinsulated ferrules are
used. The sleeve shall fit snug over the ferrule assembly so that it
does not slip during handling. The sleeve shall extend approximately~

4

inch beyond each ferrule end. A spot tie may be used between each ferrule ‘
end and the end of the insulating sleeve. Lacing cord, when required,
shall be used for the spot tie. Clear heat-shrinkable sleeving may be
used in lieu of the above, upon approval of procuring activity. When
a cable or harness assembly contains individually shielded conductors,
the shields may be terminated with the use of ferrules. If the assembly

8 )
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contains less than five individually shielded conductors, each shield
may be terminated with either a one. or two-piece ferrule assembly. The
ferrule assemblies shall be staggered in the cable or harness as shown in
figure 1 except where radio frequency interference attenuation require-
ments demand that all grounding leads to be the shortest possible length.
If the harness.,cable, or wire bundles contains five or more individually
shielded conductors, each conductor shall be prepared as described in

3.3~3.3~ method ForG.

3.3.3.1 Jumpers. Jumpers and ground wires shall be fabricated from
insulated, flexible, stranded wire (insulation of type used in the
assembly), or as specified on the detail drawing. In general, jumpers
shall not cause strain on the termination points.

3.3.3.2 ungrounded with ferrules. The procedure for terminating
ungrounded shields with ferrules shall be the same as that for mounded

I

shields with ferrules shall be the same as that for grounded sh~elds I
with ferrules, except that the grwnding lead shall be omitted.

3.3.3.3 Grounded with ferrules. Grounding of shielding with ferrules
shall be accomplished by one of the following methods.

3.3.3.3.1 Method ”A- one-~ce ferrules. ‘I’heinstallation of standard
one-piece fer~ .3.9 and 6.T] to terminate or ground a braided
shield shall be as follows:

a. Strip the insulation jacket, the braided shield, and the
conductor insulation to the approximate length as shown in figure 2.

b. Flare the braid slightly by rotating the insulated conductor as
shown in figure 3.

c. Select the proper ferrule by measuring the diameter of the
conductor insulation and selecting the ferrule in accordance with
respective dimensions shown on applicable drawings.

d. Select the crimping dies recommended for the application in
accordance with applicable drawings. Determine that the crimping tool
has been checked for proper adjustment. Gages conforming to drawing
requirements shall be used.

e. Place ferrule in position, ferrule inner ring (supporting)
under the cable shielding and the outer ring (ferrule skirt, fig. 3)
over the cable shielding as shown in figure 4.

f. Place the ground wire between the braid and outer ring of the
ferrule as shown in figure 5.

‘.

).. . “9
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Insert preassembledferrtie flush against the stop plate of “)
g“

the”crimping tool (inspectionholes of ferrule in visible and vertical
.//

position) as shown in figure 6 and close the crimping tool until dies
are completely closed (dies closed to minimum opening or the crimping
tool ratche~ releases).

h. Remove the crimped ferrule from the crimping tool and examine
for proper crimp.

i. When required by the procuring activity (see 6.2), prepare
destruction test samples under production conditions in accordance
with the sampling procedure specified in 4.4.2.2.2.1.

3.3.3.3.1.1 Nonstandard ferrule (see 6.3.10 and 6.’7). Installation
procedures of procuring activity approved} preins~ated~ one-Piece
ferrules shall be as specified herein. Crimp tools used shall be as
recommended by the ferrule manufacturer and approved.by the procuring
activity (see 4.6.4).

3.3.3.3.1.1.1 Application of nonstandard ferrules. In ferrule
application, for preclusion of excessive cable build-upon shielded
multiconductor cables, a maximum of 15 shields and a ground wire shall
be group terminated into a one-piece ferrule (see 3.3.3.3.1.1).

3.3.3.3.1.1.2 Installation of nonstandard’ferrules. Nonstandard,
‘preinsulated,one-piece ferrules shall be installed as follows:

)
a. Strip the cable insulation and each shielded conductor as

required to maintain the insulation, shield, and conductor integrity.

b. Grouping of ferrules may be staggered to preclude buildup and
installation interference.

c. The type and size of ferrule for shield.terminationshall be
in accordance with the drawing.

Destructive test’samples, if required, shall be prepared in
acco%ance with the tests specified herein (see4.4.2.2). Crimped

ferrules shall be examined visually and when deemed necessary.shall
withstand a 20 pound pull test (see 4.3).

e. Unless otherwise specified, ground wire shall be unshielded
AWG No. 20 stranded insulated conductors of the same type used in
the cable or harness assembly.

f. For external ground support equi~ent
the ferrule terminations shall be embedded in

10

assembly applications)
the potting compound

,

*

e“

9...

I
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that is used in the cable or harness assembly. For internal.assembly
applications, the shielded termination shall be insulated and securely
tied with the same materials used in the cable or harness assembly.

3.3.3.3.1.2 WtiCOnduCtOr terminations. In applications where all
conductors are not shielded or where a specific application’doesnot
permit practical use of two-piece ferrule terminations for commoning
the ground of multiconductor cables, one-piece ferrules similar to one
of the exauples shown in figure 1 may be used with procuring activity
approval. If one-piece ferrules are used, the installation shall be as
follows:

a. Strip the multiconductor cable covering as necessary to inter-
connect the individual shields.

b. Strip the individual conductors in accordance with the pro-
cedure specified for one-piece ferrules (fig. 2).

c. Install ferrules as specified in 3.3.3.3.1 and as shown in
figure 1 as necessary for the specific application. “

3.3.3.3.1.3 Shield termination ferrule installation procedures.
Installation Of standard one-piece shielding ferr~]es to +.emin.+e. . . . . . . . . “s

on ground braided shields shall be as follows:

a. The shield of a wire shall be separated from the insulated
wire as shown in figure.7. The strands of the shielded wire shall
be separated with a pointed tool to make a hole large enough to pull
the insulated wire through. A maximum of 10 percent shield strsnd
damage shall be permitted only on high temperature or hard coated
wire. Shield strands on the other type wire shall not be damaged.

b. Braids shall be prepared as shown in figure 8. The loose
braid shield shall be pulled taut and twisted approximately 180 degrees
so as to make a snug fit around the insulation. The length of the
braid strap shall be at least 1.5 inches long or if not practicable,
the length shall be dictated by the application considering radio
frequency interference.

c. An example of shields and jumper lemis inserted in ferrules is
shown in figure 9. Ferrule sizes shall be as specified on the detail
drawings. When the specified ferrule size does not provide a secure
hold on shield terminations, shields shall be folded in order to fill
the ferrule. l?eferencedesign requirements for ferrule size selection
shall be as specified in table VI.

d. If more than one braid group is used, the braid terminations

11

I

I
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may be sta~ered, keeping a 1/8 inch distance between ferrules as
shown in figure 10 or as specified in the detail drawing.

e. When staggering is not required.,kraids shall be stripped
uniformly as shown in figure 11.

f. Ferrule terminations shall be embedded into the potting compound
in external cable applications requiring potting boots whether staggered
or uniformly stripped. When a protective sleeve is used, covering the
main cable, the sleeve,end.shallcover the ferrules and be tied securely
prior to potting. When a right angle potting boot is used, an additiond
boot, as required to fit shield terminations, shall be used to the rear
of the right angle potting boot. Internal cable applications,when potted,
shall ordinarily require short potting boots.

3.3.3.3.2 Method B - Two-piece ferrule - braided shield. Install-
ation of two-piece uninsulated ferrules (outer and inner) as dead end or
floating termination of the shield on a cable or to install a common
ground connection shall be as follows:

a. Strip conductor shield to expose the conductor insulation as
shown in figure 12.

L ------ ---=---*---iii~-ul=tiu[idiameter, seieci inner ferrule~.!e~=LU= CULIUUU L.U1

havi~~ inside diameter a minimum of 0.005-inch greater than the diameter
of the conductor insulation. Select outer ferrule by adding 0.025-inch
for braid thickness (single braid) andO.OhO-inch for ground wire to
the outside diameter of the inner ferrule.

c. Place the outer ferrule over the conductor braid and jacket
(fig. 12).

d. Rotate the insulated”conductorslightly to fan out the braid and
slide the inner ferrule under the braid. See figures 3 and 13.

Inner ferrule shall extend a minimum of 1/16 inch and a maximum of
1/8 ~~ch beyond the end of the conductor shield (fig. 14).

f. Insert the 3/10 inch stripped end of ground lead under the outer
ferrule (between the inside surface of the ferrule and the shield) and
position the outer ferrule over the inner ferrule. No frayed strands
of the braid shall be visible beyond the connector end of the inner
ferrule (fig 15).

63” Select the crimping die recommended for the application. Determine
that the crimping tool has been certified for proper adjustment in”
accordance with 4.6.4.

,%
*..

)“
.,)

)

12 )
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NOTE: If outer ferrule used has different diameters, crimp shall be
made on the small diameter only (ferrule end adjacent to the stripped end
of the conductor).

h. Position tool in place over the outer ferrule and close until dies
are completely bottomed (dies closed to minimum opening or the crimping
tool ratchet releases).

*.

Remove crimped conductor from crimping tool and examine crimp ~d
gro~~ wire for proper assembly,(fig. 16).

J. When required by the procuring activity (see 6.2), prepare
destructive test samples under production conditions in accordance with
the sampling procedures specified in 4.4.2.2.2.2.

3.3.3.3.3 Method c - two-piece ferrule - combed shield.

a. Repeat steps a. through c. of Method B.

I

b. Unbraid the shield strands that will contact the ferrule sleeves,
and comb out the strands.

c. Repeat d. through j. of Method B.

3.3.3.3.4 Method D - two-piece ferrule - folded, combed shield.

a. lf an outer insulation is used over the shielding braid, strip
the insulation back to allow installation of the ferrule on the shield.

b. Trim the shield braid so that a len@’h of braid twice the length
of the ferrule is left for installationunder the ferrule.

c. Slip the inner ferrule sleeve over the shielding braid aridinto
assembly position.

d. Separate and comb out the
beyond the inner ferrule sleeve.
inner ferrule sleeve.

braided shield strands that extend
Fold the combed strands back over the

e. Repeat f. through j. of Method B.

“ 3.3.3.3.5 Method E - two-piece ferrule - insulated, folded,
combed shield. (Method E applies only to single or multiconductor
shielded wires with an insnilatingcover over the shield braid).

Downloaded from http://www.everyspec.com
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a. Strip
assembly will

the outer insulating cover to a point where
be located. The innerferrule must be over

.

the ferrule
the insulating

)

cover with the ferrule edge even with the edge of”the wire covered. .

b. Trim the braided’shield so that the bare portion is the same’
length as the ferrule. Place the inner ferrule sleeve over the outer
insulating cover.

c. Unbraid sndcomb the bare shield strands extending beyond,the
shield cover. Fold the strands back over the inner ferrule sleeve.

d. .Bepeatf. through j. of Method B.

* 3.3.3.3”6 MethOdF” two-~ieee ferruleJ m~tiple - shielded conductors)
double-folded shield. Ferrules may be used to terminate shields of five or
more individually shielded conductors. This method employs only one inner
ferzmle sleeve to cover the entire group of conductors including un-
shielded conductors, placing the previously separated braided shield of
the individual conductors on the outside of the inner ferrule sleeve and
assembling an outer ferrule sleeve over the inner ferrule sle”eveand
shield braid as follows:

a. Prepare each individually shielded wire by separating the shield
strands with a pointed tool to ~idie ~->- -I.--~ -fi,i-h ~~ @~ t,~e i~.~l>lat,eda llUJ.G A- ~b .-A.wwy.

conductor through, as sho~ in fi~e 17. me hole in the shield shall be
made so that whenthe inner ferrule sleeve is properly positioned, the
sleeve edge will be at the approximate location of the hole in the braid. )
When this method is used on a harness or cable, the ferrule assembly shall
be as close to the connector as possible.

b. Fold the loose ends of the shields back against the harness.
These loose ends should be uniformly distributed around the diameter of
the h~ess.

c. Measure the harness’diameterand select inner ferrule having an
inside diameter a minimum of 0.010 inch greater than the diameter of the
harness.

d. Slip the inner ferrule sleeve over all the insulated conductors
and shields and position the sleeve as shown in.figure 18.

e. ‘Foldthe loose ends of the shield braid (evenly distributed
around periphery of inner ferrule) over the inner ferrule sleeve and
trim the ends of the shield even with the edge of the ferrule sleeve.

f. Select an outer ferrule having an inside diameter a minimum of

14

@

I

I
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0.120 inch snd a maximum of 0.275 inch greater than the outside diameter
of’the inner ferrule, depending on the number of shielded conductors.

g- Position the outer ferrule over the inner ferrule leaving approx-
imately 1/16 inch of the connector-end of the inner ferrule etiending
beyond the outer ferrule. Exercise care to prevent frayed ends of shielding
from etiending beyond the edge ofthe outer ferrule (fig 19A).

h. When the shields are to be connected to a solder pot in a connector,
fold the free end of the ground wire under the inner ferrule and pull the
lead through the inner ferrule into position for connection to the solder
pot of the connector.

i. When crimp connections are to be used, repeat g. throughj. of
Method B.

3.3c3.3.7 Method G. tW@pieCe ferrule, multiple - shielded conductors,
single-folded shield. This method is similar to method F in that the
inner and outer ferrule sleeves are used over the entire group of shielded
conductors but the method of folding the loose shield ends over the inner
ferrule is different. Either method is approved.

a. Repeat steps. of method F.

b. Measure the harness diameter and select inner ferrule having an
inside diameter a minimum of 0.005 inch greater than the diameter of the
harriess.

c. Slip the inner ferrule sleeve over all the conductors and loose
shield ends and position as shown in figure 19B.

,, .. . . ,,

.

d. Fold the loose shield ends back over the inner ferrule sleeve with
the shields evenly distributed armnd the sleeve circumference. The shields
should.be trimmed even with”the edge of the ferrule sleeve.

e. Repeat f. through j. of Method B.

3-3.3.3.8 Fer~e termination of outer.shield. When the harness,
cable, or wire,bundle contains an outer shield over all the conductors,
the shield may be terminated by using a two-piece ferrule with an inner and
an outer sleeve. The steps to be performed are the same as those of
3.3.3.3, method F or G, using the inner and outer sleeves, except the
shield will consist of one piece instead of individual shields.

3.3.3.4 ungrounded Without ferrules. With the shield prepared as
described in 3.3.3.3.6a, the loose end of the shielding shall be cut off so

15
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that approximately 1/2 inch remains. The loose ends of the shield shall )
be folded back over the lacing, and either a second wrapping of lacing or
length of insulation sleeving applied over the folded portion as shown in
figure 20. If sleeving is used, the sleeving shsll cover the entire folded
portion of the shield and shall be of the proper size so that it will not’
move. ~en the individual shielded conductors in an assembly are terminated
asdescr’ibed,lacing cord shall be wrapped around the entire assembly at
the location of the shield termination. The wrapping shall consist of a
spot tie of at least four turns. If a multiconductor assembly contains en
outer shield over all the conductors, the shield breakout shall be
performed as described for the individually.shielded conductors as
shown in figures 21 and 22.

3.3.3.4.1 Heat-shrinkable sleeving application. As an alternate method
to that specified in 3.3.3.4, heat-shrinkable sleeving may be used to
insulate the cut-off shielding ends. Unbraid the shield and cut off the
strands 1/4 inch from the end of the outer insulation. Lay the strands
back on the outer insulation and slide”a 5/8 inch length of snug fitting
heat-shrinkable sleeving over the strands. Center the sleeving over the
cut-off strands. Direct the hot air from a heater gun to all areas of-the
heat-shrinkable sleeving to assure proper shrinkage. The heat shrunk sleev-
ing shall be snug fitting around the joint and provide a nonslip pe&a-
nently fixed assembly.

3.3.3.5 Gro~ded without ferrules. When the cable, hsrness, or wire
bundle contains individually shielded conductors and the shields are to
be terminated and grounded to a connector shell “withoutthe use of ferrules,
the individual shields.willbe terminated as described in 3.3.3.3.6a. The
hole in the shield shall be properly located so that enough loose shield
will be available for making the connection to the connector clamp, as
shown in figure 23. The loose shield on each conductor shall be pulled
taut, to smooth out any wrinkles, and twisted to make a snug fit around the
conductor. The individual loose shield ends shall be twisted or platted
together. A terminal lug shd.1 be soldered or crimped to the ends of the.
shields, and shall be mounted to the cable clamp screw. The complete
assembly shall be as shown in figure 23.

3.3.4 Shield termination at terminal boards. When ferrules are used
to terminate shields at terminal boards and the shield
the following procedure shall be used:

a. Strip back the shielding, and outer insulation
a maximum of 2 1/2 inches from the end of the shielded

is to be grounded,

cover if used,
wire.

e

b. Assemble the ferrule and jumper as specified in 3.3.3.3, method
A, B, C, D, or E.

16
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c. Install sieeving.

d. If the shielding is to be connected to terminal, strip the
insulation from the loose end of the jumper wire, tin the wire, and
solder it to the terminal, using the procedures specified in MIL-SJ+5743.

e. If the shield is to be grounded to a chassis, or component by
attaching it to a fastening screw, strip the insulation from the loose
end of the jumper and attach a ground lug. The ground lug shall be
assembled to the screw as specified in 3.3.5.

3.3.5 Te~inal lug connector grounding. When terminal grounding lugs
are used and assembled to the screw of the connector clamps or other
approved grounding screws, the lug shall be assembled with a split washer
and flat washer (flat washer next to terminal lug) between the screw head
and the terminal lug. The terminal lug shall make direct contact with the
grounding surface. The complete grounding connection shall be over-
sprayed with an acrylic spray or varnish.

3.3.5.1 Grounding surface. The terminal lug grounding surface shall
be free of dirt, grease, or any other foreign matter that would create

● a high-resistance contact. The contacting surface shall he a aetQliC}
low-resistance surface. There shall be no paint or insulating finish

)

that would create a high-resistance surface. The resistance from the
terminal lug to the grounding medium shall meet the requirements of 3.4.5..

3.3.5.2 Terminal lug assembly. Terminal lugs may be an open tab
solder cup, solderless crimp-type, or other approved types for attaching
shields or conductors to component screw terminals, connector cable clamp
screws, and chassis or bus bar ground screws. The open tab type is generally
used for grounding the braided shield of a shielded conductor, cable, or
harness where applicable.

3.3.5.3 Terminal lugs used to secure conductor, cable, or harness
shields. When a terminal lug is used to secure the shield of a conductor,
cable, or harness to a screw fastening, and when the shield termination
is prepared without ferrules, the following procedures shall be used:

a. The end of the shield where the lug will be fastened may be twisted,
braided, or combed, but shall be neat and free of loose strands.

b. The shield end shall be placed in contact with the terminal lug
fastening area, taking maxtirumadvantage of the area. If the terminal lug
contains crimping tabs, the shield must extend fully under all tabs. The
terminal lug will be crimped or the tabs bent over the shield with the

@

specified tool The assembly shall be capable of withstanding a 15-pound
tensile test between the terminal lug and the shield without movement of
the shield in the terminal lug.

).. 17
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3.3.6 Terminal lugs used to secure insulated, stranded conductors.
When a terminal lug is used to secure an insulated, stranded conductor
to a screw, one of the following procedures shall be used. Broken strands
of the conductor shall not exceed the limits specified in MIL-STD-454,
Requirement 5.

,,

.3.3.6.1 Standard crimp terminal lugs. Installation procedures for
crimping standard insulated or,uninsulated terminal lugs to AN-22 through
AN-4/O copper conductors shall be as follows:

a. Remove the insulation from the conductor to a distance within
the limits specified in figure 24.

b. Measure the diameter of the bare conductor (fig. 25) and select
proper terminal,lug by the conductor diameter and circular mil area in
accordance with table I.

++ Select applicable crimping tool conforming to AN-3427, MS17776,
MS25&7, or MS63042.

*d, Determine that crimping die opening has been certified for proper ‘
adjustment (see 4.6.4).

e. Insert terminal lug, tongue first, into selected crimping tool.
Position the leading edge of terminal lug,against the locator stop (fig.
26). ).,

f. Squeeze grips of crimping tool slowly until jaws hold terminal
firmly in place without denting the barrel of the terminal lug.

Insert stripped wire into barrel of terminal lug until the conductor
butt~”firmly against the forward stop of the terminal lug barrel (fig 27)
with the strands of the conductor clearly visible through theinspection
opening of the terminal lug.

h. Squeeze tooi handles until ratchet releases. For approved
crimping tools not equipped with a ratchet release, squeeze the tool
handles until the dies are completely bottomed (dies closed to minimum
opening).

i. Remove crimped terminal lug from the crimping”tool amd examine f
for proper crtip.

3* When required by the procuring activity (see 6.2), prepare
destructive test samples under productiorlconditions in accordance with
the sampling procedures specified in h.4.2.2.l.

18
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3.3.6.2 lVonstadmd cr* temninal lugs. Installation of nonstad~insulated or uninsulated terminal lugs to copper conductors shall be in
accordance with the procedures specified for stand~d temin~ lugs,
except the crimping tool shall be as recommended tIythe tetinal lug
manufactmer and approved by the procuring activity.

TABLE 1. Conductor diameter and circul~ mil area

Range of circular mil area
Terminal or Maximum outside

diameter of conductorconnector size Minimum lbdmmm (inches}

22-18 511
16-I.4

2050
2050

0.052

12-10
5180

5180
0.077

13090 0.122

:
13090 20820
20820

0.172

4
33090

33090
0.219

2 52620
52620

0.277
7’4000~ -1.aAm 0.352

0
}4UW ybooo
94000

0.387

00 119000
U9000

0.437

000
155000

155000
0.497

190000
0000 0.552

190000 230000 0.619

3.3.6.3 Solder terminal lugs. When a solder termination is specified the
installation shall be as follows:

a. The insulation of the wire shall be stripped back sufficiently to
allow the conductor strands to penetrate the full depth of the solder
cup and allow approx-tely 1/8 inch between the end od the lug solder cup
and the conductor insulation.

b. The conductor end shall be tinned as specified inMIL-S-hTTkj.

c. The solder cup and conductor shall be soldered as specified in
MIL-S-45734.

3.3.7 Splice connectors. Splice connectors are not acceptable for use
with coaxial cabling.

3.3.7’.1 Pre-insulated connectors.
Crimping procedures for preinsulatedsplice connectors for use with copper conductors, wire sizes AN-22 through

AN-10 shall be as follows:

19.’
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a. Remove insulation from the conductor in accordancewith lengths
specified in table II and figure 28. The remaining insulation shall not
be damaged.- Broken strands of the conductor shall not exceed”the‘limits,
specified in 3.3.6..

“b. Measure the diameter of stripped conductor (fig. 25) and select
the proper splice connector by the conductor diameter and circular mil
area in accordancewith table I.

. Select applicable crimping tool confirming to AN-3127, MS17776, or “
MS2S;37.

Determine that crimping tool has been checked for proper adjustment
(seed~.6.4).

e. Insert one end of splice connector into properly selected
crimping tool. If the connector stop plates have been removed from
crimping tool, center splice barrel over tool indentor. When crimping
tool stop plates are in position, insert splice connector barrel into
crimping position as shown in step 1 of figure 29.

P c“,.-?.”-
A. u~uGc&c uLAuipL1l~“-<--s-- tool li~ldlesslowly until the crtiping jaws

hold the connector bcdy firmly in place without denting the crimping
barrel of the connector.

g- Insert stripped conductor into”the crimping barrel of the
connector, insulation shall butt firmly against crimping barrel of
the splice connectors.

h. Check position of conductor to determine that the conductor is
fully bottomed (ends of conductor wire clearly visible through the
splice connector inspection hole).

i. Close crimping tool handles until ratchet releases. For approved
crimping tools.not equippt?dwith ratchet release, squeeze tool handles
until the dies are completely bottomed (dies closed to minimum opening)
(step 2, fig. 29).

j. Remove
..propercrimp.

k. Rotate
for the second

crimped connector from the crimping tool and examine for

,

crimping tool 180 degrees and repeat steps (a) through (j)
conductor (step 3, fig. 29).

*~

)

@

)

3.3.7.2 Uninsulated splice connectors, large conductors. Crimping
procedure for large copper conductors of wire sizes AN-8 through
AN-4/O shall be as follows:

I

20
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a. Strip the conductors to be connected to the lengths specified
in table II. Wher insulation of the splice connection is required,
insertthe wire through the insulation sleeve before crimping. The
wire insulation remaining on the conductor shall not be damaged.
Broken strands of the conductor shall not exceed the limits specified
in 3.3.6.

* Examine the crimping tool to determine that it has been pro-
perl~”certified for proper adjustment (see 4.6.4).

c. Place one end of splice connector into crimping position in
the crimping tool and squeeze the tool to firmly hold connector with-
out denting the barrel of the connector.

d. Insert stripped conductor into the end of the splice connector
gripped in the crimping tool. Observe connector inspection opening
to determine that the conductor is fully bottomed (conductor firm
against conductor stop) in the connector.

e. Close the crimping tool handles until the ratchet releases.

e

For tools not’equipped with ratchet release, squeeze tool handles
Unt,ilt.h.edies =Fe ~emp~ete>~,~Gtt~~ed (iiieS closed tu minimum opening).

)
f. Release splice connector and crimp the other end of the

connector by repeating (c), (d), and (e).

g. Exunine crimp to determine proper.connection.

h. When insulation of connection is required after crimping,
cover splice connector with approved insulation tubing (preferably
transparent plastic, length in accordance with table III) and secure
each end with fungus resistant cord or approved substitute. When
approved shrinkable tubing is used as insulating material, fungus
resistant cord is not required.

3.3.7.3 Nonstand=d splice connectors. Installation of nonstandard
insulated or uninsulated splice connectors for use with copper con-

.
ductors shall be in accordance with the procedure specified for stan-
dard splice connectors, except the crimping tool shall be as recommended
by the splice connector manufacturer and approved by the procuring
activity.

e
.)
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TABLE 11.’ Wire stripping lengths for copper
conductor splices

*

AN wire sizes

22
20-18
16-14
12-10

‘:
4 ‘
2
1

.1/0
2/0
3/0
4/0

Strip length ‘(inches)

3/16
1/4
1/4
5/16
7/16
1/2
1/2
5/8
5/8
11/16
13/16
13/16
7/8

TABLE IIT. Length of insulation sleeve
(large conductors)

AN wire size Insulation sleeve length (inches) )

.8

f
2.
1
1/0
2/0
3/0
4/0

1 5/16
2 ~/8
2 1/8
2 13/32
2 13/32
2 17/32
2 25/32
2 13/16
2 15/16

3.3.8 Securing wire btidles.
which are not inclosed in conduit or other protective covering shall
be continuously laced when the length is sufficient to accommodate
two or more complete stitches. As an alternate method, cable or harness ‘

straps may be used, if approved, in lieu of lacing. Spot ties may be
withih subassemblieswhen the lacingsubstituted for a continuous lace

length is less than fo~ comPlete
shall be performed with materials

All wire bundles and harnesses

stitches. All lacing or spot ties
specified herein aiidshall be snug.

),/
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All knots of all lacing shall be coated with an acrylic spray or other
suitable lacquer. The starting and terminating sections and the
stitching shall be as specified in the following procedures; however,
when specified on the applicable drawings or by the procuring activity,
other approved methods of lacing may be used. The following procedures
contain acceptable methods of lacing. Assemblies being laced in accordance
with these methods shall be long enough to accommodate the termination
of lacing, distances between component and termination of the lacing,
and distance required for two complete stitches. At sharp bends in
the harness or wire bundle, the spacing between stitches shall be
shortened to provide a better lacing dress. When coaxial cables are
routed with other cable groups, they shall be routed on the inside of
the wire bundle providing the cables are sufficiently buried in the
bundle to prevent damage from cable clsmps and string ties. Cables
routed with small harness bundles which do not contain sufficient
number of wires to completely surround the cables, shall be routed so that
the cables lie on the outside of the wire bundle and shall be secured in
place with electrical insulation tape. During lacing operations, care
should be taken to keep the lacing cord tension to a minimum consistent
with the intended usage. This is especially important when poly_vinylchlo-
ride insulated wire is used.

3.3.8.1 Method a-double - lock stitch. This method consists of
starting and terminating sections of wound lacing cord locked in place
and double-lock stitch plus running-hitch stitching.

a. To prevent undue stress between the laced harness or wire
bundle and the attached components (connector,relay pins), and to
prevent the individual conductors from flaring out, the distance
between the component and the termination section (fig. 30, ref. A)
shall not exceed one stitching interval as specified in table TV.

b. Cut a piece of lacing approx~tely eight inches long,”fold
in half, and lay on assembly parallel to conductors with the loop end
toward the end of the assembly (the end to which component will be
attached), as shown in figure 31A.

.
c. Divide the conductors into two equal groups, unwind estimated

length of lacing cord necessary to wrap the &.sembly as specified
herein, and feed between conductor groups at location of cord (fig..-
31A).

Wind a minm of six turns clockwise, looking from the short
end ~~ the assembly (fig. 31B). The turns shall be wound away from
the short end of the assembly, starting at a position to meet the

●
requirements of table IV and (a).

I
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e. Repeat a secofidlayer of winds cloc~ise, ret-ing over the

first layer. The last turn shall cover the first turn,”as .show’nin

figure 31C.

.,

f. Feed the loose end of the lacing cord through the middle of

the assembly, between two even groups of conductors, and through the
loop of the cord, as shorn in figure 31C. .,,

g“ pull.the loose end of the lacing cord tight, closing: looP

and locking the lacing in place. Trim all the loose ends.

finished section should be as shorn in figure 31D.

h. Stitch the entire assembly with the double-lock stitch plus
running hitch sho~ in figure 32> with the stitching intervals

meeting the requirements of table IV.

i. The terminating section at the opposite end of the assembly

will be performed as specified.in (a) through (g).

TABLE ~. Assembly diameter and stitching interval ..,,..,,I

Assembly diameter (inch) ! Interval (!U3Xi~)

1/4

I

3/4 inch

1/2 1 1/2

1 2 inches

Over 1 I 3

NOTE: When the cable diameter is between ~he,+isted sizes, reveti to(Example:
the smaller diameter for applicable stitching ;nterval.
Harness size 3/8 inch, use 3/4 inch stitching mtenal).

3.3.8.2 Method b - single-lock stitch.
This method consists of

starting and terminating sections
of wound lacing cord (fig. 31-D)

and single-lock stitching.

a. Perform a starting section according to.(a) through (g) of
3.3.8. L

b. Stitch the complete ass’emblyusing the single-lock stitch
shown infigure 33.

The lacing shall be terminated at the opposite end of the
asse~{ly as specified in (a) through (g) of 3.3.8.1.

3.3.8*3 Spot ties.

3.3.8.3.1 Method c - lacing tie. When lacing ties are used,
they

24
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shall consist of at least two “completeturns of lacing cord around
all the conductors being tied. The lacing cord shall be secured with
a suitable non-slip knot to prevent movement of the tie during han-
dling of the assembly. The tie shall be performed as follows:

a“. Holding a short length of lacing cord parallel with the
conductors (fig. 34), wrap two turns of lacing cord loosely around
the complete assembly. The first turn should lap over the parallel
section, and the second turn should run under the parallel section}
as shown in figure 34, reference A.

b. Pull the ends of the lacing cord, as shown in figure 34,
refernece A, so’that the turns are snug.

Tie a terminating knot with,loose ends of the lacing cord,c.
as shown in figure 34, reference B,

d. Trim the loose ends of the lacing cord so they are approximately
1/4 inch in length (fig. 34, ref. C).

3.3.8.3.2 Method d - harness straps. Plastic or nylon harness
straps of an approved source may be used on harness or wire bundles.
The straps.shall be.mounted snugly on the assembly conductors and
be capable of being locked to prevent loosening or opening. These
straps shall be positioned to correspond with the stitching interval
specified in table IV. Straps may be used to secure the wire bundle
or harness that mounts directly to the electrical assembly chassis.
Procedures for installation of harness or cable straps shall be in
accordance with instructions of the strap manufacturer subject to
approval of the procuring activity.

3.3.8.4 Lacing branches and breakouts. When a harness assembly or
wire bundle contains branches or conductor breakouts, the following
procedures shall apply:

a. Where practicable, the main trunk of the wire bundle or
harness shall be continuously laced between connectors or components.
The main trunk is the portion containing the ‘largestnmber of wires
(fig. 35, ref. A).

b. A terminating section as described in 3.3.8.1 shall be
performed on the main trunk of the harness or wire bundle at the
beginning of a wye branch, as shown in figure 35, reference B.

c. The branch shall be continuously laced, beginning at the
junction (fig 35, ref. C).

I
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Terminating sections shall be placed onboth sides of a tee
junc~~on (fig 35, ref. D).

e. If the branch or breakout consists of three or fewer conduc-
tors, spot ties may be used in place of the terminating sections
described in (b) and (d).

* 3.3.9 Grommet holes. lf the connector
wires than those specified on the detail
gromnet holes shall be filled with vinyl

is equipped to contain more
drawing, unused insulating
or nylon rod.

3.3.10 Insulation sleeving. Unless protected by an insulation
grommet, sleeving shall be used at the soldered terminations of relay
pins, connector plugs, and receptacle solder pots. The sleeve shall
be slipped over the conductor and soldered terminal after the solder
joint has cooled. Connections to be potted shall not be sleeved. “

3.3.11 MS-R connector torque. When the backshells, adapters, and
connector cable clamps ‘areassembled to the connector, snd when plugs
are mated with receptacles or MS-R connectors,”all threaded joints
shall be torqued to assure that sealing is obtained. The following
minimum torque values shall be used:

Connector Size Torque ft-lbs
14 4
20 7

)

24
28

9
11

32 13
ko 17

3.4 Performance.

3.4.1 General.

3.4,1.1 Terminal lugs and splice connectors. Terminal lugs and
splice connectors shall conform to the performance requirements of
MIL-T-’i’928,except for the tensile strength and dielectric strength
requirements which shall be as specified-herein.

3.4.1.2 One-piece ferrules. One-piece ferrules shall conform to
the performance requirements of MIL-F-21608, except for the tensile
strength, dielectric strength and grounding resistance requirements
which shall be as specified herein.

3.4.1.3 Two-piece ferrules. Two-piece ferrules attached to the
shielding over one or more cables shall confom to the voltage drop”,
temperature cycling, vibrations, and corrosion resistance requirements a
specified for one-piece ferrules (see 3.4.1.2).

1
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3.4.1.4 Straps. Cable straps shall conform to the perfonmnce
requirements of MIL-S-231g0 and applicable drawings.

3.4.2 Tensile strength.

3.1.2,1 Terminal lugs and splice connectors. The crimped connec-
tion between the terminal lug or splice connector shall not,,breakor
become distorted to the extent that it is unfit for the purpose
intended under the tensile load specified in table V.

3.1.2.2 One-piece ferrule. The mechanical connection between the
ferrule and the ground wire of the crimped ferrule shall not break
or become distorted to the extent it is unfit for the purpose
intended under the tensile load specified in table V,

s.k.2.s Two-piece ferrule. The crimped connection shall be
capable of withstanding a tensile pull in accordance with table V.

3,4.2.4 Straps. Cable straps shall conform to the tensile
strength requirements of MIL-S-231$Xl.

TABLE V. Tensile strength requirements
I

Wire size
(AWG)

26
24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8

Tensile strength (1

Terminal Lugs, Splices
& One-piece ferrules

7
10
15

;;
50
70
110
180
225

unds)

Two-piece
ferrules

18
20
40

I
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TABLE V. Tensile strength requirements (cent’d) (

Wire size
‘(AwG)

1

0
00

000
0000

Tensile strength (Pc

Terminals Lusg, Splices,
& One-piece ferrules ~~

?g
550
650
700
750
825
875

nds)

Two-piece
ferrules

I

3.b.3 Dielectric strength.

3.4.3.1 Terminal lugs and splice connectors. The insulation’over
the barrel of insulated terminal lugs or splice connectors shall
have a minimum dielectric strength sufficient to withitand 1,500
volts root mean square.(rms) at commercial frequencies for a minimum
of one minute.”

* 3.4.3.2 Ferrule. The insulation over the surface of the
outer shell shall have a minimum dielectric strength sufficient to
withstand 1,500 volts rms at commercial frequencies for a minimum
-of one minute.

*

3.4.4 Continuity. All electrical circuitry and grounds involving
no electrical components shall be continuous according to the
individual wiring diagrams or running lists.

3.4.5 Grounding resistance. The resistance to ground of grounded

)

.

*

28
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shields shallnot exceed 0.1 ohm or asspecified on applicable drawings.

3.4.6 lnstiation resistance.

3.b.6.1 Cable and harness assemblies. The insulation resistance
of cable and harness assemblies shall be in accordance with MIL-C-
45224.

.

*

.

*

.)

3.4.6.2 Electrical subassemblies. The insulation resistance shall
be a minirnymof 100 megohms at a specified voltage (see 4.6.3.3.2).

3.4.7 Radio interference. The mechanical connection of a crimped
terminal, splice connector, or ferrule shall meet the radio frequency
interference requirement specified in MIL- STD-826.

3.5 Dimensions.

3.5.1 Terminal lugs. Dimensions for standard terminal lugs shall
conform to MS-20659 or MS-25036 as applicable. Dimensions of non-
standard terminal lugs shall be furnished to the procuring activity by
the manufacturer. Dimensions furnished shall be those indicated in
figure 36. itiimum dimension snaii be shown for the A dimension;
minimum dimensions shall be shown for B, C, J and X dimensions;
maximum and minimum dimensions shall be shown for D, E, F, G and W
dimensions.

3.5.2 Splice connectors. Dimensions for standard splice connectors
shall conform to MS-25181 and this specification. The contour in
areas other than critical dimensions areas may vary from that shown
in figure 37. Dimensions of nonstandard splice connectors shall be
furnished to the procuring activity by the manufacturer. Dimensions
furnished shall be those delineated in figure 37.

-IF 3.5.3 One-piece ferrules. Dimensions for one-piece ferrules shall
conform to applicable drawings and shall be furnished the procuring activity
by the manufacturer. Dimensions furnished shall be those dimensions shown
in figure 38. Only dimensions A, B, C, G, and K shall apply to
uninsulated ferrules. Dimension tolerances for one-piece fermles shall
be approved by the procuring activity.

* 3.5.3.1 shield termination ferrule. Dimensions for shielding ferrules
shall be furnished the procuring activity by the manufacturer. Dimensions
furnished shall be in accordance with figure 39. Dimension tolerances
shall be approved by the procuring activity.

3.5.4 Two-piece ferrules. The dimensions shown in figure 40 for inner
and outer ferrules shall be furnished the procuring activity by the
ferrule manufacturer. Unless otherwise specified by the procuring
activity, the dimensions of inner and outer ferrules used to terminate
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or ground shields for single or multiple conductors terminating into
electrical connectors shall be as specified herein.

3.5.5 ~s. Wire, cable, harness
lengths, or wire bundles shall be as specified on the applicable detail
drawing; otherwise, lengths shall be as short as possible in order to
perform the necessary function with noundue stress on the wire, cable,
harnessj or termination. Acceptable wiring lengths and routing are shown
in figure41.

* 3.5.6 Straps. Cable strap dimensions shall conform to MIL-S-23190 and
associated military standards.

3.6 Product marking. Unless otherwise specified herein or on detail
drawings, marking for identificationshall be in accordance with MIL-STD-130.

3.6.1 Cable and harness assemblies. Marking methods as specified on
the detail drawing or as specified in MIL-C-h522kshall be applied to the
cable or harness, In case of conflicting marking requirementsbetween
this specificationand the applicable drawing,.the latter shall govern.

j.~.~ ~.Jh~~~m~~y .=-.--.+--- :--1--
GW1.llGLLIU.L D Jacn* , anti t~l-lhials. Designations for

connectors, jacks and terminals that are permanently installed in a
subassemblymay be msde,on a surface close to the device with a permanent
ink or etching.

3.7 Crimping tools. Crimping tools not conforming to the follow-
ing standards shall be submitted to the procuring activity for approval
prior to production use. The assembly manufacturer shall obtain crimping
die dimensions (indentor and nest) and “close position” die clearance
(opening.betweencrimping dies) for nonstandard tools; The assembly
mamfacturer shall be responsible for the development of suitable gages
or test methods, approved by the procuring activity, to ensure proper
tool adjustments.

3.7.1 ~e?anhal lugs and splice connectors. Standard crimping tools
for crimping terminal.lugs or splice connectors shall conform to AN-3427
(conductorssizes AN-10 through AN-b/O),,orMsII’776or MS25037 (conductor
sizes AN22 through AN-10) and this specification,

* 3.7.2 One-piece ferrules. Standard crimping tools for crimping
one-piece ferrules shall conform to MIL-T-22910, applicable drawings, and
this specification.

..

3.7.3
ferrules
approved

30

Two-piece ferrules. Crimping tools for crimping two-piece
shall be tools recommended by the ferrule manufacturer and
by the procuring activity. a
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3.7.4 Straps. Tools to install cable straps shall be in accordance with
~L-s-231$@, Ms~7823, MS17824 or shall be in accordance with the strap
manufacturer’s specifications subject to approval by the procuring activity.

3.8 .Worksuanship.The electrical subassemblies, cables, and h~nesses
shall contain no protrusions, sharp edges, dents, cracks, bends, bre~.s,
chips, loose solder, loose solder connections, broken wire strands (other
than specified herein), discontinuity of shielding orjacket, chipped
paint, or any other defect that would indicate poor quality of workmanship
or render the assembly unsuitable for the purpose intended. Crimped
insulated terminations shall not exhibit splits, chips, or punctured
insulation. Workmanship during initial crimping operations shall be of
the highest quality, crimped connections shall be adequate, over smd
under crimping shall be avoided.

4. CJJALITYASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 Responsibility for inspection. Unless otherwise specified in the
contract or,purchase order, the supplier is responsible for the performance
of all inspection requirements as specified herein. Except as otherwise
specified in the contract or order, the supplier may use his own or
any other facilities suitable for the perfcmnance of the inspection
requirements specified herein, unless disapproved by the Government,
The Government reserves the right to perform any of the inspections
set forth in the specification where such inspections are deemed
necessary to assure supplies and,services conform to prescribed
requirements.

4.2 Visual examination. A visual examination of materials, work-
manship, construction, crimping, marking and dimensions shall be made to
determine conformance to this specification and applicable star,dards
and drawings.

4.3 Materials and components examination.

4.3.1 Materials and procedures. The inspector shall ascertain
that all terminal lugs, splice connectors or ferrules used in fabrication
of terminations and the crimping tools used in crimping and all straps
and strap tools have been inspected and accepted prior to assembly in
accordance with their respective specifications, standards or drawings.
The inspector shall ascertain that the procedures used are in accordance
with this specification or as approved by the proc-sing activity.

4.3.2 Ferrules. Installation of nonstandard ferrules (see 6.3.10)
shd.1 be ~ to dete~ine compli~ce with 3.3.3.3.1.1.2, lt shall
beascertained that the installation of nonstandard ferrules are in
accordance with this specification and are capable of meeting 20-pound ‘
pull test requirements.

I

I
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4.4 Samplin~.

+ J+.4.1 Prepro+iuctionapproval. The sample for preprcduction approval,
if required (see .6 shall consist of the number of samples specified
in the contract or”~~er (see 6.2). The preproduction sam@e shall be
subjected to the examinations and tests specified herein (see 4.6.1).

+. k.~.2 Acceptance test”samples.

+ k.4.2.l Nondestructive inspections. The sample for nondestructive
ir,s~ectionsshall consist of all crimped termination submitted for
acceptance at any one time. (See 4.6.3)

~
~.4.2.2 Destructive tests.. The ssmple for destructive test (see

:.6.2) shall consist of the samples by type, crimp and wire size as
specified herein. Upon satisfactory exhibition of acceptable performance,
a reduced sampling plan may be offered for Government approval.

. .
h.4.2.2.l Terminal lug or splice connector. The sample for destructive

tests shall consist of’prepared samples equal to a minimum of four percent
of production but not less than two samples from each lot or order of
twe~ty or less. The samples shall.be prepared during regulm ~rdl~~t.ion
crimping,utilizing“completeditem from normal production.

h.4.2.2.2 Ferrules.

+ 4.4.2.2.2,1 One--piece. The sample for destructive tests shall consist
of prepared samples equal to a minimum of’four percent of production but
not less thm two samples from each lot or order of twenty or less. The
samples shall be prepared during regular production utilizing completed
item for normal production,

+ 4.4.2.2.2.2 Two-piece. The sample for destructive ~ests for two-piece
ferrule crimps shall consist of prepared samples equal to a minimum of
four percent of production but not less than two samples from each lot
or order of twenty or less for single conductor crimps. Samples shall
consist of prepared samples equal to a minimum of two percent but not less
than one sample from each lot or order of fifty or less for multiconductor
crimps. The samples shall be prepared under pro@ction conditions utilizing
completed items from normal.production,

@

‘1
.“:

I

I

o
)

I

.

* 4.4.2.2.3 Straps. The ssmple for destructive tests for cable straps shall
consist of four percent of production, but not less than two samples from
each lot or order of twenty or less. The samples shall be prepared under 1
production conditions utilizing completed items from “normalproduction.

)
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4.5 Lot size. An inspection lot shall consist of materials and parts
fabricated to a particular type of conductor or multiconductor. as,
applicable, under essentially the same conditions and presented for
acceptance at any one time.

4.6 Test procedures.

4.6.1 Preproduction approval.

4.6.1.1 Terminal lug and splice connector. The terminal lug or
splice connector preproduction sample of 4.4.1, Prepared from identical---
materials (terminal lugs or splice connector and conductor) utilizing
approved crimping tools and crimping procedures to be used in regular
production, shsll be subjected to the examinations of 4.2, 4.3, the
acceptance test specified herein, and the following test.

I

4.6,1.1.1 Radio frequency interference. The crimped terminal.lug
or splice connector preproduction sample shall be subjected to the radio
frequency interference tests as specified in MIL-STD-826 to determine
conformance of the terminal lug or splice connector, as applicable, to
the requirement of 3.4.7.

,...... ..,,

I

4.6.1.2 .Ferrules.

4.6,1.2.1 ~e-piece. The one-piece ferrule preproduction approval s~ple
of 4.4.1, prepared from identical materials (ferrules and conductors)
utilizing approved crimping tools and crimping procedures to be used
in regtil.arproduction, sh@l be subjected to the examinations of 4.2, 4.3,
the acceptance tests specified herein, and the following test.

4.6.1.z.1.I Radio frequency interference. The crimped one-piece
ferrule preproduction sample shall be subjected to the radio frequency
interference tests as specified in MIL-STD-826 to determine conformance
of the one-piece ferrule to the requirement of 3.4.7.

4.6.1.2.2 We-piece. Two-piece ferrules preproduction approval samples.
of 4,4.1, prepared from identicaJ materials (outer and inner ferrules and
single or mul.ticonductorcables) utilizing approved crimping tools and
crimping procedures to he used in regular production, shall be subjected to
the examinations of 4.2 and 4.3, the acceptance tests specified herein,
and the following tests.

4.6.1.2.2.1 Voltage drop. Millivolt drop across the crimped ferrule
shall be measured from the intersection of the tongue and barrel of the
grounding wire terminal lug to a point on each shielded wire as shown in
figure 42. Measurements shall be made after the temperature of the cable
assembly has stabilized. These voltage droTs shall be caused by a test
current of one ampere (maximum) (see 3.4.1.3).

33
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4.6.1.2.2.? Temperature cycling.
to a ground conductor in accordance

“\
A minimun.of onesample crimped )

with the procedure of 3.3.3.3.2
,./

or 3.3.3.3.6, as applicable, shall be subjected to a temperattie
cycling test”by alternately placing the test termination in hot and cold
temperature chambers for 30 minute periods. The temperature of the
hot chamber shall be plus 257 degrees Fahrenheit (F) (minimum) and the
temperature of the cold chamber shall be minus B5”dsgrees F (minim). ~~
Duringtcmperatuxe cycling, the test ssmple shsll be placed in room
ambient temperature of 70 (plus or minus 5) degrees F for a minimum
of 15 minutes between each hot and cold phase of the test. After five
cycles “fromhot to “coldtemperature the voltage drop across the connection
shall be measured to determine that the crimped termination meets the
temperature cycling requirements of 3.4.1.3.

“4.6.1.2.2.3 Vibration. A minimum of one sample, crimped to a ground
conductor (AN-22 or AN-20) in accordancewith the ?rocedure of 3.3.3.3.2
or 3.3.3.3.6, as applicable, shall be subjected to voltage drop test
(see 4.6.1.2.2.1)prior to vibration. The sample shall be mounted on a
vibration table with the cable secured to the table within two inche,s from
the crimped ferrule. The free end of the grokd wire shall be attached
to a stable support with slack allowed in the ground wire (fig. 43). The
sample shall be vibrated for 6 hours in each of the three major axes in
accordance with method 201 of MIL-STD-202. Electrical continuity through,
the ~~p~e SI-.2JI he monitored. throughout the testl there shall be no

interruption of continuity in excess of 10 microseconds. After the
o

vibration test, the sample shall be subjected to the voltage drop tests
..

to detemine conformance to the vibration requirement of 3.4.1.3. )

4.6.1.2.2.4 Corrosion resistance. Arninimum of one crimped termination
shall be tested for voltage drop prior to subjection to corrosion.tests.
The test ssmple shall be subjected to a 5 percent salt-solutionconcentration
fog in accordance with method 101, condition A, of MIL-STD-202. The
test specimen shall be placed in a position within the test chamber which
will permit the most uniform coverage of the test spec”tienby the fog.
Following the salt-spray (fog) test, the samples shall be washed throughly
with distilled water and air dried for a minm, of one hour. The test
specimen shall be subject to the voltage drop test and the results
compared to the original voltage drop tests to determine damage caused
from salt-spray exposure. Voltage drop after the corrosion’test shall
not be greater than 1X$ of the initial value.

.

* .4.6.1.2.2.5Radio frequency interference. The crimped preproduction
ssmpleshall be subjected to the.radio frequency interferencetests as , “’
specified in MIL-STD-826 to determine conformance of,the two-piece
termination to 3.4.7.
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‘)* 4.6.1.3 Straps. The cable strap preproduction approval sample of
4.4.1, prepared from identical materials, shall meet the applicable tests
of MIL-S-23190 and tests specified on applicable drawings.

4.6.2. Acceptance tests.

4.6.2.1 Terminal lug and splice connectors. The destructive test samples
of 4.4.2.2.1 shall be subjected to the acceptance tests as specified herein.

,

.

.)

Insulated samples shall be divided into two equal groups, one group shall be
subjected to the dielectric strength test and one group shall be subjected
to the tensile strength test. Applicable tests shall be conducted in the
order listed.

4.6,2.1.1 Dielectric of insulation. Insulated terminal lug or splice
connector dielectric strength shall be measured by dipping the terminal lug
tongue or approximately one half of the splice connector in hot beeswax
having a temperature not”greater than 310 degrees F. The component shall
be dipped to a depth sufficient to close the open end of the terminal
lug or splice connector without covering the edge of the depression
resulting from the crimping operation. When the beeswax has hardened, the
barrel of.the terminal lug or splice connector shall be immersed in a 5
percent salt water solution to a depth sufficient to cover the crimped
areas of the barrel and the insulation support. A voltage of 1,500 rms at
commercial”frequencies shall be applied between the wire, assembled (crimped) “’
to the terminal lug or spltce corrector”,”z?5 the SZI% wate~ ~~l-&i~n fcr 1
minute (minimum) to determine conformance to 3.4.3.1.

4.6.2.1.2 Tensile strength. The terminal lug or splice connector test
sample shall be placed In a standara tensile testing machine and sufficient
force applied to pull the conductor out.of the terminal lug or splice, or
break the wire, terminal lug or splice connector. The speed of the holding
head shall be not greater than l-inch-per-minute. Determine conformance to
3.4.2.1.

4.6.2.2 Ferrules.

4.6.2.2.1 One-piece. The destructive test samples of 4.4.2.2.2.1 shall
be subjected to the acceptance tests as specified herein. Insulated ferrules
shall be divided into two groups, one group’shall be subjected to the
dielectric strength test and one group shall be subjected to the tensile
strength test.

4.6.2.2.1.1 Dielectric of insulation. Insulated ferrule dielectric
strength shall be determined by removing the inner wire (conductor and
conductor insulation) from the metal shield and crimped ground wire.
The ferrule shall be dipped in hot beeswax (temperature not greater than
310 degrees F.) to a depth sufficient to seal the end of the ferrule
having the two “peep holes” (fig. 44) but not covering the crimped area
of the ferrule. When the beeswax has hardened, the ssmple.shall be immersed
in a 5 percent salt water solution to a depth sufficient tocover the crimped
areas of the insulation sleeve. A voltage of 1)500 rms at commercial
frequencies shall be applied between the metal shield braid and the salt
water solution for a minimum of one minute to determine conformance to 3.4.3.2.
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4.6.2.2.1.z Tensile strength. The sample shall be
standard tensile-testingmachine and sufficient force
ground wire to pull the crimped wire from the crimped

placed in a .,
‘,

,, a
applied to the ./

ferrule or to
~reak the wire.. The test shall be made with a maximum head speed
travel of l-inch-per-minute. Determine conformance to 3.4.2.2.

4.6.2.2.2 ‘I%o-piecetensile strength. Tensile strength tests of
two-piece ferrule terminations shall be conducted by placing the
test sample in a tensile testing machine (fig. 45) tid applying pull
force, in the direction of the arrow (fig. 45), to the crimped ground
wire. The speed of the crimping jaw shall be not greater than l-inch-
per-ninute. Determine conformance to 3.4.2.3.

+ 4.6.2.3 Straps. The destructive test samples of 4.4.2.2.3 shall be
subjected to the tensile strength and melting point tests of MIL-S-23190.

4.6.3 Final assembly tests. ‘Thefollowing tests shall be made on
each cable, harness, wire bundle, and electrical assembly fabricated
in accordance with this specification.

4.6.3.1 Continuity. Each cable, harness, or electrical assembly
shall be tested for electrical continuity according to the applicable
wiring diagram “orrunning list. The test shall be in accordance
.~ithMIL-c-4~224. Other methods of performing this test require the
approval of the procuring activity {see ~.4.i),

4..6.3.2 Grounding resistance. The resistance to ground of grounded
shields shall be measured with a low resistance measuring instrument
having a suitable resistance scale to determine compliancewith 3’.4.5.

4.6.3.3 Insulation resistance. After installation of the assembly,
with connectors, splices, or terminals attached, and prior to connect-
ing functional electrical components, the insulation resistance
shall be measured between all isolated conductors and between all
isolated conductors and ground. Exceptions shall be as specified on’
the detail drawings. The measurements shall be performed with an
insulation-resistanceinstrument and shall meet the requirements of
3.4.6. The potential shall be applied for not more than one minute.

4.6.3.3.1 Cable and harness assemblies. The insulation resistance
test shall .bein accordsncewith MIL-C-45224.

4.6.3.3.2 Electrical assemblies. The insulation resistance shall
be measured with an instrument that has a test potential of 100 volts
direct current. The instrument shall have a full-scale reading of
2,000 megohms or greater, with a minimum accuracy of five percent at
100 megohms.
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4.6.4 Crimping tool inspection. The.crimping tool die clearance
“G” dimensions (fig. 46) with the tool in the fully closed position,
shall be gaged with “GO” and “NO GO” gages prior to initial production
and after each 40 hours of use, or other inspection schedule (approved
by the procuring activity) which will assure performance of the termination
as specified herein. Gages, for acceptable tools not conforming to
nilitary standards, shall be checked with gages recommended by the tool
manufacturer and approved by the procuring activity. (See 3.8)

5. PREPA??ON FOR DELIVERY

This section is not applicable to this specification.

6. NOTES

6,1 Intended use. The materials, parts, tools, methods, arid
procedures covered by this specification are intended for use in the
fabrication and testing of crimp-type (solderless) and solder-type
terminations on”electrical cables, harnesses, wire bundles, single
or multiconductor electrical circuits, and the wiring of electronic
and electrical subassemblies used in missile systems.

6.2 Ordering data. Procurement documents should specify the
?n-ll-..:---
.vLLuw411&.

a. Title, number, and date of this specification and the
applicable drawing.

b.
methods

c.

d.

e.

The desired procedures as applicable, by ‘type,class, and
(see 1.2).

Materials and parts required, where options are permitted (see 3.2).

Whether preproduction approval is required (see 3.1.1).

Number of
(see 4.4.1).

f. Where the

units required for the

preproduction approval

preproduction sample
.

tests are to be conducted.

6.3 Definitions.

6.3.1 Ferrule. For the purpose of this specification the term
ferrule, either one-piece or two-piece, insulated or uninsulated,
is defined as a ring(s) used to strengthen an electrical conductor
at termination point, either to ground, or at termination of shielded
or coaxial cable. The ferrule is so constructed to permit the
crimping of ground wire (as applicable) and cable shields(s) between
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the inner ~d

inner surface

*

outer ferrules (for’twopiece ferrules) or between the
of the outer shell (ferrule skirt) and the barrel

(shield receiving stiface) of the ferrule (for one-piece ferrules).

6.3.2 Crimp connections. For the purpose of this specification,
crimp connections are defined as those connections, insulated or
uninsulated, made by crimping terminal lugs, splice connectors, or
ferrules to copper conductors.

6.3.3 Cable assembly.’ A cable assembly consists of two or more insulated
conductors with a concentric lay or unilay design, assembled with
connectors or terminals, and having protective outside cover or jacket
as an integral part of the cable construction or other component.

6.3.4 Harness assembly. A harness assembly consists of two or
more conductors, laced or jacketed together with or without break-
outs, and assembled with connectors or terminals atone or both ends.

6.3.5 Lacing. ‘Lacingrefers to the complete, continuous method
of securing wires together in a harness, wire bmdle, or cable assembly

with specified lacing cord, from the initial turn of the starting sec-
tion to the last turn of the terminating section. Lacing includes ~
the starting and terminating.sections plus the running stitches. spot
kiss are cuisiderecias an alternate type of iacing.

6.3.6 Stitching; Stitching is a.portion of the completed lacing
betwee”nthe starting and terminating sections.

6.3.7 Wire bundles. A wire bundle is a group of two or more
conductors connecting relays, terminal bo~ds, or other electrical
components within an electrical assembly that may be laced, spot
tied, or supported by cable clsmps to form a neat compact trunk.

6.3.8 Crimp tool. For.the purpose of this specification,crimp
tools are defined as tools utilized to form solderless terminations
or connections in electrical circuits utilizing copper conductors.

6.3.8.1 Indentor. The indentor of a crimp tool is the die making
the,indentationor crimp forming the connection of conductor to the
terminal lug, splice connector, or ferrule.

6.3.8.2 Nest, The nest of the crimp tool is the die that holds
or anchors =terminal lug, connector or ferrule during crimping
operations.

6.3.9 Standard terminations ~d tools. For the purpose of this
specification,standard terminal lugs, splice connectors, one-piece .
ferrules, two-piece ferrules, and crimp tools are defined as those
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terminations or crimp tools meeting the requirements of the respective
spe.ci~”ications) stand~ds, or drawings specified herein.

6.3.10 Nonstandard terminations and tools, For the purpose of this
sycification, nonstandard terminal lugs, splice connectors, one-piece
<ertie, two-piece ferrules and crtip tools are those terminations
“- crir.ptools that do not meet all the requirements of the respective-.
s~?cifications,standards, or drawings specified herein or any standard,
specification,or drawing in existence and require procuring activity
approval prior to production use.

6.3.11 Installation procedures. Installation procedures specified
herein are not to be considered restrictive. Procedures other than
these specified herein require procuring activity approval.

6.4 Cross reference chart of classification.

*ABMA-PD-E-53 ~L-E-h5782

‘Ty_pe> A I
B II
c 111

Class I 1
II 2

}!ethod: 1 “A
Terminating B

~ c!
D

5
6

E
F

7 G

Method: a
Securing b ‘:

:
+$N~ :

:
Superseded Army Missile Command purchase description.

6.5 Supersession date. This specification also includes the requirements
of MPD 104OOB, dated 1 October 1965. To specify the procedure of that
superseded document, specify t~e 111, class 2, method “B.

6.6 Desi~ criteria for ferrule and tool selection (see 3.3.3.3.1.3)
The selection of proper ferrule size, as determined by the braid mass
factor, shall be in accordance with table VI. The braid mass factor
shall be determined as specified in table VII.

L
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TABLE VI -

Braid Mass Factor

500-646
646-791
791-917
940-1026

1126-1296
1296-1688

*

FERRULE SELECTION

“A” Dimension of 3.5.3.1

.156

.180

.187

.207

.235

.261

TABLE VII - MASS FACTOR DETERMINATION

Nuafberof conductors Weight of 30-inch Braid
in a common shield Wire Gauge length of shield Mass

in grsrns Factor

1
2

3
1’
2
3
4
1
2

3

3
3
1
2
4
4

*High temperature wire

‘2~

24
24
22
22
22
22
20
20
20
18
la
16
16
22*
22*
10*

h.50
9.50

10.50
6.25
7.80

‘1O.1O
ii.60

6.40
6.50 .,

10.85
8.40

13.20
13.40

7.60
15.20
21.00
21.00

7’2
152
168
100
125
161m,
100
103 ...

136
173 )
134
210
214
123
24o
;;:

NOTE: Braid mass factor includes the use of a 20-gauge jumper ok
ground wire.

* 6.7 Type 11 With one-piece ferrules. Type II shield termination shall
not be used for new design unless specifically required by the procuring
activity. In all cases where type II terminations are not considered
mandatory by the procuring activity, type 111 -(two-piece ferrules)
shall be used with the applicable terminating method (see 1.2.3).

6.8 Specification chanRes. The margins of this specificationare

o
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ONE-PIECE FERRULE
CONDUCTOR

A - Desired Length

B - Lrngth of Conductor Rr:ce, vinq. Borr IJl of Fc, rule

FIGURE 2. CABLE STRIPPING FOR ONE-PIECE FERRULE INSTALLATION

Inspection

elded

ble

L inner Support Ring

Ferrule Cross section

FIGURE 3 FLARE CONOUCTOR BRAID

43
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Mil-E-45782B ,..
.. .

In%ulotion

Broid

Ground Wire

L Topered Entroncc

FIGURE 4, PREPARATION OF ONE-PIECE FERRULE TERMINATION

Alternote

Assembly

or .l.mper Wire

FIGURE 5. PREASSEMBLED ONE-PIECE FERRULE TERMINATION
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Xil-E-45782B. “’

/
Crimptn~ Die

I
(

Indenter

,)mping Die Nest

FIGURE 6. CROSS SECTION OF CRIMPING DIE

FERRULE IN CRIMPING POSITION

WITH PREASSEMBLED

!nsulotion Jocket

7 z ’00’

Braided Shield

L-conductO, Insulation

m
FIGURE 7 SHIELD SEPARATION

45
.’
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Mil-E-45782B ,
,.

I 1 1 2 inches ,

l– Minimum

–1

Broided Shre!: Conduc rot Insulation

.
lnsulot, on Jockct /

FIGURE 6. BRAID PREPARATION

Pull all shields & jumpers 011 the WOY

thru ferrule & cut-off flush ‘after crimping.

Crimp tool shell be os recommended by

the momufocturer & opproved by

ihe procuring activity,

Bundles of shielded wires,

eoch carrying unshielded

wires stroiaht. thru,

Ground or Jumper _ u
FIGURE 9 APPLICATION OF FERRULES

o
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I

Protective Sleevjng

\

/

FIGURE 10. MULTIPLE FERRULE APPLICATION

Connecvor ,

I---B 1—lA—

— Brotded Shteld

II

L 1 ~ Insuloted Conductor

A. POTTED CONNECTORS - I 4 PIUS or mtnus 1 8 inch.

B- UNPOTTED CONNECTORS - 7 8 to I 1 2 inches normol

The B dimension of ‘“E” type environment reststtng miiitory

stondord connectors to shell stze 24 shell be 2 inches ond

shell size 24 to 36 inclusively shall be 3 1 ‘2 inches,

FIGURE )1. POTTED AND UNPOTTED APPLICATIONS

Outer Ferrule

*

FIGURE 12 CONDUCTOR PREPARATION

l!i7
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.—— ———. __..

Outer Ferrule

Inner Ferrule

Conductor Insulation I Broid

CO IJI,.

Conduct

FIGURE 13. CABLE

.

.

PREPARATION FOR INNER FERRULE

Braid
cable

1“ Ou?er Ferrule

Inner Ferrule I I
Condu

Condu

FIGURE 14. POSITION OF INNER FERRULE

*

IL8
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Mil-E-45782B

Outer Ferrule

J

(D

Inner ferrule

1 \

Ground Wire

Conductor

Insulo?uon

FIGURE 15. GROUND WIRE ASSEMBLY

Ground Connection

‘“”’c’’c’r”’’(imped)=)=-
. Inner

lnsul O*i On

Conduct.

FIGURE 16 CRIMPED TWO-PIECE FERRULE, SINGLE CONDUCTOR

49
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Bro, ded shield

Ins”lot, o”

77f
Too I

FIGURE 17 PREPARATION OF iNDIVIDUALLY SHIELDED WIRE

\

,.

f-
5hicld

f

OUICt Fet,ule

~Ground Wire Stripped
-1

,\
Cnblc

FIGURE 18. POSITIONING OF INNE[? FERRULE SLEEVE

*
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Mil-E-45782B

A

Connector

B

f.

Cable Shield (+olded between Ferrules)

./ -

I l!lli~------
‘----- ~

I law-p
-.—._——.

L Coble Shield (folded between Ferrvl.&s}

FIGURE 19 POSITIONING OF INNER AND OUTER FE I? RULE SLEEVE5
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Mil-E-45782B, ,.

_._. —..- .——

FIGURE 20. POSITION OF INSULATION SLEEVING

Outer Shield-

A

\ .u
Sleevin$

B

FIGURE’ 21, PREp AR ATl ON oF SH15LDED Co NDLJCT0R5 CONTAINING AN OUTER SHIELD
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_———-. ..

—— ———-—--—

I

Inci, wlduol Conductor Shielding

\ \d_llltiR

FIGURE 22. BREAKOUT OF SHIEL05 OF INDIVIDUAL CONDUCTORS

FIGURE 23 SHIELD CONNECTION TO CABLE CLAMp
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Mil-E-45782B ‘“

..-.
_.. —.— -.-.

B. -

----- ---

----- --

.;
/:- c.

t-
B+

\ \\
I

< ...

~

~

----
I
I
I
I ----

B - Length of terminol lug crimping barrel (inches).,

B“ - Stiip iength - plus 1 32 rein, mum, plu:, 3 4,1 ,mnximU,.

FIGURE 24 lt4SULA’ ION STRIP LENGTH

+------ -
D

------ -

t

D - Diometet of conductor

.

I

FIGURE 25. CONDUCTOR DIAMETER
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LO CO*OI

1-
1-1,

,11

,11

II

1,

It

I

I

I Tc, rninol Barrel

I

Terminol Barrel rests ogoinst LocntoI

B-

c-

D-

BW -

Borrcl Lcnq~h

Insulation Grip

Diorneter of Conducto, (Bore)

Strip Length

FIGURE 26. PREPARATION

Forward Stop,

Tcrminol Lug

1--1$3”

.- plus 1 32 mtntmum. plus 3 64 maximum

OF TERMINAL LUG TERMINATION. TYPf CAL

I

b.-----L
D

----

T

Ter

~

FIGURE 27 CONDUCTOR POSITION PRIOR

Terminol

L Insula?cd

TO CRIMPING

Coble P,e~ocotion

Lug

Conductor
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-.__——————— —
.—..

/ \ .

L Insuloted ConductOr
=Co.CIu.tOr Receiving Barrel

B- L~ngth of conductor receiv~ng borrel.

B’ - Insulation strip lengfi, plus 1’32 minimvm, plus 3 64 moximum.

FIGURE 28 CONDUCTOR STRIP LENGTH

f

ls. I Wire

f

insulation Grip JCIWS

-CrirnPing JOws

/// T-
1st Wire

\’
spll~=Connector

stop

sTEP 1
STEP 2

CRIMPING JAWS OPEN ‘CRIMPING JAWS

CRIMP 1ST

CL05ED

wIRE

r ]stWire

STEP 3

CRIMPING JAWS OPEN

FOR CRIMPING

FIGURE 29 TYPICAL SPLICE CONNECTOR CRIMPING PROCEDURE

2N.D WIRE

I

I
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Mil-E-45782B ;
i.

.

lnsuloted Conductor>

7

II

/ r’1
Lacinq Cord ~

FIGURE 30,. DISTANCE BETWEEN COMPONENT AND TERMINATING SECTION

Locing Cord

n )Wk

----- -.
----- /

-$

Grouped

. .

u ~K----.,., in>u; uied

---- / Conductors
----

0’———
FIGURE 3 A METHOD OF BEGINNING

“E!

STARTING SECTION

/$

FIGURE 31B WRAPPING STARTING SE C’TION
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I

0--—.---.—-

Mil-E-45782B . , .:.

il’L-Lot,.g Cord .

FIGURE 31C. TYING STARTING SE. CT ION

.

FIGURE 3113. FINISHED STARTING SECTION

l-acing Cord

\

/

-}

Grouped

—.
Insulo?ed.,

Conductors

FIGURE 32. DOUBLE-LOCK STITCH PLUS RUNNING ‘STITCH

B

;Q
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Mil-E-45782B,. i.

n

————. . ——

FIGURE 33 SINGLE-LOCK STITCH

A

FIGURE 34, LACING TIES

ma - Locing Cord B d

FIGURE 35. LACING BRANCHES OR BREAKOUTS
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Mil-E-45782B !

l-a–l-x-i+”+

Et tT “1-------’
i i -L=&___

60

I I
—A— I

F==l ‘“
~

j:____.j , , rD

-i

c -

A - Overoll Length

B- Length of Bortel (Cr, mp, ng)

c - Rodius Tongue Flat Surface

.D - Thickness of Tongue

E -Outside Diometer of Insulot!on

F- Inside Diameter of Sorrel

G- Diometer of Stud “Hole

‘H- Radius of Terminal Lug Flot

J - Inside Diometer of Insulation Grip

W _ Width of Tonque

X - Center of Stud Hole *9 lnsulc~, on on Borrcl o{ Termmol Lug

FIGURE 36 TERMINAL LUG DIMENSIONS
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e“

t

-~

=i--!-
F

I

Insulotlon GrIP

A

A - Overoll Length o{ Splice Connector

B - Length o{ Wire Borrei

E - Outside Diometer of Splice Connector (may

to provide Locotor)

, . . .

J!!w;re~o,rc, d--
~J

0.125 Min Insulation

!Extens; On

-1

be exceederJ by .060 : .005

F - Diameter O( Wire Borrel (determined os overage of two Diometers measured of right ongles)

J - Diameter of Insulation BoWeI

Dimensions in inches

NOTE : This s.plikc is not acceptable for cooxiol Cobling.

FIGURE 37. DIMENSIONS OF SPLICE CONNECTOR

I

L

61
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Mil-E-45782B . :,:.,.

....— ——-—— .-

“A-l

Insulating “Sleeve
Barrel (1 piece)

.

I -I*.: . . . . . .
‘;~j 1A C“B D

~= “3
.— ——

—l-i _

1- FT

I
F

G

SE CTi ON AA

A - Ins,de Dtometer Borrel (Conductor Receiver)

B - Inside Diameter Meter Crimping Suriocc

C - Outside Diometer Conductor Receiving Barrel

D - Outside Diameter lnSLIlo I,ng SlFeVe (Flored End)

E - Outstde D,omcter Insulot, ng Sleovc [Un{lorcd End)

F - Length of Insulation Overhang (IJnflorcd End)

G. Length Metol Crlmpinq S~, rfoce [E~rrclb

H - Length of Conducv,, Rc<,.,v,r,q Borre!

J - Overall Length of Onc_P, cce Fc,,”lc

K - Oiome*er O( l“s Pecttc, t, Holt.

62
FIGURE 38. ONE-PIECE FERRULE DIMENSIONS
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Mil-E-45782B: “

1 ,

‘—.—. — -,

—

r Insulation

--f-–––j––––– . ; ;

L I

D----l

5ECTt0N &A

A - Inside Diometer

B - Inside Diometer

Barrel (Shielding Rete, ver)

Insulating Sleeve

C - Outside

D - OverOll

FIGURE 39

Inner FerrUIe

Diometer Insulating Sleeve

Length

SHIELDING FERRULE DIME NS1ONS

\
\

.7-J(=&)T-+-

‘b-
C

A - Outside Diomete,

0 - Insjdc Dtomcter

C - Overnll Length

FIGURE 40. TWO-PIECE FERRuLE DIMENSIONS

L. 63
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I

,—— ..— . .

I
11 II lFJ

. NN ,

A

.

011111111
11dtliti

Locing Cord

L.

A

u
A. Tr, n,inotinq Sections

B- Spot Ties

FIGURE 41 ACCEPTABLE WIRING AND ROUTING

f,!+
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Mil-E–45.782Bl
,,...

k — _ .- ——___

I p Bro, d

~“~
Probe Distonce, Approximately 3 Inches \ Outer Ferrule

AN 30 to AN-26 Copper W,re Tightly Wound Around Eoch Conductor Broid As Shown

FIGURE 42. VOLTAGE DROP TEST SETUP

— Connector

Inner Ferrule

Crimped Ferrule

\k r—Vibrotion Table (With Coble Clamo)

Slock)

,*

FIGURE 43. VIBRATION TEST SETUP
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,

_.—. -- . .. . ———.— -

~ Shtclded Conductot

3 32-inch M,nimum

N A

5 Percent Solt Solut, on —._
- A

“-. .=

.~

Becswox

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

FIGURE 44. FERRULE DIELECTRIC TEST SETUP
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Mil-E-45782B

ncctof

id

tnpcd TWO- P, CCC Ferrule

~lotted Plo*e

rc

Lug

st Machine .JOWS

t

FIGURE 45. TENSILE STRENGTH TEST SETUP TWO-PIECE FERRULE

L-
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Mil-E-45782B
. . !-.,..,,

~.._ .—.— .——.. __
i. .

) ‘

~“’”p’”g ‘i’s

G - Die Cleoronce Between

Nest And Inde”tor

o

‘FIGURE 46, GAGE DIMENSIONS HA ND” TOOLS

o
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